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Abstract
A new and different time variant pulse processing system
has been developed based on a simple CR-RC filter and two
analog switches. The new pulse processing technique
combines both ballistic deficit immunity and resilience to
parallel noise without a significant compromise to the low
energy resolution, generally considered a mutually exclusive
requirement. The filter is realized by combining two different
pulse-shaping techniques. One of the techniques creates a low
rate of curvature at the pulse peak, which reduces ballistic
deficit, while the second technique increases the tolerance to
low frequency noise by modifying the noise history. Several
experimental measurements are presented, including tests on a
co-planar grid CdZnTe detector. Improvements on both the
resolution and line shape are shown for the 662 keV line of
137
Cs

I. INTRODUCTION
Chargecollection is still a significant problem in some
solid-state detector. For example, spectrometers utilizing wide
band gap compound semiconductors such as CdTe and
CdZnTe (CZT) are being developed for use at or near room
temperature, but their performance is still limited by charge
transport imperfections [1], [2]. In fact, when the collection of
one type of carrier (holes in CZT) shows a marked difference
compared to the other, then the charge pulse collected at the
electrodes will have different shapes based upon the location
in the detector where the charge pairs where created. This is
especially bothersome at higher energies (above 100 keV)
because of the longer interaction length of the more energetic
photons [3]. When the detector material presents different
mobility and trapping phenomena for electrons and holes, the
resulting image charge induced on the collection electrode has
a shape that depends on how far from such electrode the
interaction took place [4]. Moreover, high energy photons also
present Compton scattering phenomena that introduce complex
structure in the image charge. Several solutions for different
types of detectors, made from compound semiconductors, have
been developed in order to compensate for the limitations
mentioned above [5]-[8]. One of the more recent electrode
structures, the co-planar grid [6], minimizes these
imperfections, however, fluctuations in the charge collection
processes are still present. These fluctuations are seen by the
signal processing electronics as a distribution in rise times at
the output of the charge preamplifier. Rise time fluctuations
manifest themselves as “ballistic deficit” when convolved with
the transfer function of a pulse shaping network [9].
1This work was performed under the auspices of the
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The extent to which the ballistic deficit influences the
resolution and line shape obtainable from a spectroscopy
system depends upon the tolerance of a given pulse shaping
network to fluctuations in the input rise time and to the relative
ratio fluctuation/peaking time. It is intuitive in fact, that the
lower the rate of curvature at the peak of the step response of a
pulse shaping network, the higher the immunity to ballistic
deficit [10].
It can be demonstrated that several pulse shaping networks
are very tolerant to ballistic deficit [10], therefore, in principle
the problem can be minimized by using electronic techniques.
However, in many practical applications, the solutions
applicable to reduce ballistic deficit cannot be exploited in all
of their potential, due to other conflicting needs. For example,
often a practical solution for the mitigation of ballistic deficit
is to simply choose a long(er) peaking time (where “long” is
compared to the rise time at the output of the charge
preamplifier and to its spread). It is also known that a long
peaking time is usually associated with signals with an
increased area and this implies degradation in electronic
resolution due to low frequency noise contributions (both
parallel and 1 f ) [4] and the consequential worsening of
rate-handling capabilities of the pulse processing system. It is
clear that in order to design a pulse shaping system immune to
ballistic deficit one generally has to trade rate for resolution
and tolerate the accentuation of low frequency noise terms [8].
From a similar observation, we implemented our design of
a time-variant pulse shaper able to offer ballistic deficit
mitigation without incurring a substantial penalty in the
electronic resolution and rate capability.

II. CIRCUIT
Among the time-invariant circuits, a CR-RC shaping
network has a transfer function such that the resulting shape is
very tolerant to ballistic deficit for a given peaking time [10][12], due to the fact that its rate of curvature at the peak is very
low. This statement is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the response
of different shaping networks, with a nominal 1 s peaking
time, to an infinitely steep input step and to a 500 ns rise time
step are shown. This represents, for example, the real case of a
137
thick (>2 mm) CZT detector irradiated by a Cs source ( Eγ =
662 keV). In Fig. 1 we compare, on an arbitrary vertical scale,
the CR-RC shaping network to other two shaping networks
that are among the most commonly used in nuclear
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spectroscopy: the so-called sin and sin shaping networks. The
amplitude of the responses to an ideal pulse (infinitesimal rise
time) is normalized to 1 and the numbers in parenthesis show
the time vs. amplitude value of the waveforms at the

maximum. Note, that for a spread of 0.5 s in the input
risetime (equal to 50% of the nominal peaking time), the CRRC shaper suffers only a 1% degradation in the value of the
peak amplitude, while the other two shapers show respectively
a degradation of 4.7% and 18%. In other words, in order to
obtain the same ballistic deficit immunity (1%) from the
sinusoidal shapers, one should choose a peaking time of 2.5 s
4
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for the sin shaper and 3.3 s for the sin shaper. The increased
peaking time not only has a negative impact on the rate, but
also on the resolution in presence of low frequency noise.

Fig. 1. Ballistic deficit immunity of a CR-RC shaping network,
compared to two commonly used shapers.

The drawback in using this shaping network is that the pulse
baseline-to-baseline width to peaking time ratio is very high.
This precludes the use of such a filter for many applications
for two reasons. The input rate at which a system based on this
pulse shaping network can operate is low. In the presence of
significant low frequency noise, frequently encountered in
CZT detectors operated at room temperature, there is also a
loss of resolution (low frequency noise contribution is
proportional to the total area of the weighting function of a
shaper [8]).
In order to overcome the problems just mentioned and still
take advantage of the features offered by the CR-RC pulse
shaping network, a time variant approach is taken.
Our idea is to present a certain CR-RC type of transfer
function only when a signal (gamma-ray) is present, and a
substantially faster response in absence of signal. The reason
for a faster response during the absence of signal is that the
contribution of low frequency noise and instabilities in the
baseline are reduced by truncating the noise history. As can be
readily understood using Goulding’s approach to signal
processing [13] there is some penalty to pay. Namely, when
the circuit is in the “fast” mode, the contribution of high
frequency noise is higher than in the “slow” mode. However,

in presence of large low frequency noise this is only a little
price to pay, as it will be shown later.
We chose to implement the shaping network through a
simple CR-RC cascade in which the time constant associated
to each block can be switched to a long or to a shorter value
depending upon the presence of a signal at the input. A
simplified schematic block is shown in Fig. 2.
The operational amplifiers, together with the resistors R, R1,
R2 and the capacitors C, implement the differentiation and the
integration stages. The high-quality analog delay allows the
circuit block labeled “Switch Control Logic” to recognize a
valid signal at the input and to correctly actuate the switches
over all the rise time values of interest. The implementation of
the control logic block could be as simple as a fast
discriminator plus delays (such as those obtainable from a oneshot) or as elaborated as the peak detector described in [14].
The value of the analog delay must be at least equal to the
longest rise time of the input signal. This way, the
discriminators in the control logic can recognize the presence
of a gamma-ray signal and sequence the switches. It is worth
pointing out that in our circuit the switches are in the signal
path only when there is no valid input. In fact, when a valid
input is recognized by the control logic, the switches are
toggled from the "ON" (or closed) position to the "OFF" (or
open) position. The switches remain in the OFF position until
a peak detector finds the most positive excursion (peak). Once
the peak is found, the peak detector returns the switches to the
ON position. Using the circuit described in [14], we are sure
that the peak is always identified without uncertainties, even
when large ballistic deficit effects are present (see Fig. 1)
because this peak detector exactly identifies the sign reversal
of a current into a capacitor. For a unipolar shaped signal, this
occurs at the peak exactly. The timing of the filter is selfadaptive to the true peak position. It is important to note that
our choice of switch implementation removes all of the
uncertainties and instabilities usually associated with analog
switches. The switches are absent during the analog
measurement.
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Fig. 2: Simplified block diagram of the switched shaper.

The multiplier a (see Fig. 2) is such that, the time constants
with switches on ( τ ON ) or off ( τ OFF ) are related as follow:

τ ON =

a
⋅ τ OFF = η ⋅ τ OFF ,
1+ a

(η ≤ 1).

(1)

In (1) we introduced η for simplicity only. The choice of
the fraction η is very important for the global behavior of the
shaper. A η = 1 is the same as the unswitched CR-RC, while
for η << 1 the shorter time constant approaches zero. The best
way of choosing the appropriate η is to study the noise
response of the corresponding noise residual function [8]
associated with the particular choice. By using Goulding’s
numerical methods we were able to exctract the noise index
for series - 〈 N ∆2 〉 and parallel - 〈 N S2 〉 noise normalized to 1
s peaking time, plus the factor of merit (FOM) of the shaper
[8]. Table I shows the results obtained, compared with some
commonly used time-invariant shapers.

output voltage noise. To verify this statement we implemented
a measurement in which the shapers where fed by the same
low noise charge preamplifier (input noise spectral density

< 1 nV Hz in the frequency range of interest and negligible
current noise) with an AC coupled resistor between its input
and ground. The value of the resistor (100 Mohm) guarantees
a constant spectral noise density of 1.3 9 Hz at the
preamplifier’s input; this is more than enough to ensure that
over the range of frequency of interest, this noise contribution
dominates. The output response of both the conventional CRRC shaper and of the switched CR-RC shaper, stimulated with
a noiseless electronic test pulser, has been measured at 5 s
peaking time with the aid of a multi-channel analyzer.
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From Table I we see that as stated before, the behavior of
the time-variant shaper low frequency noise improves
significantly as the fraction η decreases. At the same time, the
high frequency noise index degenerates to undesirable levels.
Some time-invariant shapers have still better performance both
for high and low frequency noise, but the numbers in Table I
do not take into account ballistic deficit sensitivity. After
different tests we decided to adopt η =0.1 for our experimental
measurements, since this value of the parameter led to the best
results in presence of large low frequency noise terms. With
this choice, the ballistic deficit remains unchanged from the
CR-RC filter, while the return to the baseline is dramatically
improved (Fig. 3), opening new possibilities in high counting
rate applications.

Fig. 3: Step response of the switched shaper ( η = 0.1 ), compared to an
ordinary CR-RC shaper.

FWHM = 8.5%

FWHM = 5.4%

III. MEASUREMENTS
Several experimental measurements have been performed in
order to prove our hypothesis previously stated about low
frequency noise performance and ballistic deficit tolerance.
Table I shows a ratio of 2.39 between the step noise index
of the CR-RC shaper and that of the switched shaper. This
means that when the parallel noise is the dominant noise
contribution, a similar ratio must be observed in the total noise
power at the output of the shapers, or a factor of 1.6 in the

1200
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1800

Channel Number
Fig. 4: Total output noise measured at the output of a CR-RC
shaper (solid dots) and at the output of the switched shaper (white
dots) at a peaking time of 5 s.

peak ratio is more favorable in the case of the switched filter
(in this case ~60% improvement was observed) resulting in a
shorter acquisition time for a given statistics.
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Fig. 5: Spectrum of a Cs source taken using the switched CRRC shaper in comparison with a commercial pseudo-Gaussian shaper.
Both measurements were taken at 1.5 s peaking time and –1300V
detector bias.

The amplitude distribution is shown in Figure 4 in arbitrary
channel units. The measured ratio of the two full widths at half
maximum (FWHM) is 1.6, in very good agreement with
theory.
Another measurement shows the ballistic deficit tolerance of
the switched CR-RC shaper versus a sin6 shaper (Table II). We
used in this case two elements of a four-element CZT detector
with co-planar grid measuring both the best- and the worstperforming channel. A comparison has been made between the
switched CR-RC shaper and a commercial state-of-the-art, six
poles, pseudo-Gaussian shaper, both set at 1.5 s peaking
time. This peaking time is such that, although mitigated by the
co-planar grid, ballistic deficit phenomena are still evident. In
this case we also swept the detector bias 200V around the
nominal –1300V to investigate the efficiency of the ballistic
deficit correction. The results for the worst and best
performing channels are shown respectively in Table II(a) and
Table II(b).
From the data of Table II, it can be seen that there is a
dramatic improvement in the system resolution whenever
ballistic deficit effects are present. As an example, Fig. 5
shows a 137Cs spectrum taken from the poorer channel at a bias
of –1300V and 1.5 s peaking time. The FWHM for the 662
keV line was respectively 32.9 keV and 18.3 keV.
The two spectra are normalized to the area of the 662 keV
line of 137Cs. This means that the same number of events was
acquired in both measurements
The improvement introduced by the higher tolerance to
ballistic deficit is reflected directly into the peak shape: in the
case of our time variant filter the energy peak has a more
defined gaussian shape. In fact, while the full width at a tenth
of maximum (FWTM) is 67 keV for the case of the
commercial shaper, in our case the FWTM is only 40 keV.
The improvement in the resolution is such that the Compton to

Resolution of

241

Am ( Eγ ≈ 60 keV ) and

137

Cs ( Eγ ≈ 662 keV )

lines as measured in the worst channel (a) and in the best channel (b)
of a four-channel CZT detector. The peaking time was 1.5 s for
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both shapers and the label "Sin " refers to the state-of-the-art
commercial shaper used. The rate was ~10 kHz.

It is important to notice that, when the ballistic deficit
effects become less important (see bias conditions at –1500V),
the switched shaper still has better rate performance, because
its total time over the baseline is shorter than that of the
pseudo-Gaussian filter for the same peaking time.
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